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Bridge the Polarization in People’s Hearts and Thoughts!
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HAIL
MARY, 

Amen!
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IN FULL
MEMORY
OF YOUR

SON JESUS,
HELP ME TO
FULFILL MY
PURPOSE

AS HE
FULFILLED
HIS AND BE
A BRIDGE
OF LOVE,
JOY, AND
PEACE TO
THOSE IN

FEAR.  
MYSTICALLY
TOUCH US, 
DISPELLING

SATAN’S
STRONG-
HOLDS
IN OUR

HEARTS AND
THOUGHTS.
SEND YOUR
HOLY SPIRIT
TO LEAD US

ON THE
REAL WAY. 

THE TENTH INSIGHT:  HOLDING THE VISION BY JAMES REDFIELD
Part IV:  Chapter 5 Synchronized with Mary’s Ongoing Messages

FULL OF
GRACE AND
GOD’S GIFT
TO ALL OF
US, HELP
ME TO CON-
VERT AND
BE STRONG
AGAINST
SATAN.
LEAD ME ON
THE REAL
WAY OF
GOD’S LOVE.

ETERNAL 
FATHER,

HOLY MARY,
MOTHER OF
GOD SENT TO
ENCOURAGE
US, INTER-
CEDE FOR
ME SO I CAN
ENCOURAGE
OTHERS ON
THE REAL
WAY OF JOY,
PEACE, REST,
AND ORDER,
BY HAVING
LOVE IN MY
HEART AND
THOUGHTS.

Amen!

“You must realize that Satan exists! One day he appeared before the throne
of God and asked permission to submit the Church to a period of trial.  God gave him
permission to try the Church for one century. These are my last apparitions to mankind.
With the events which are preparing themselves, and which are near, the power which

Satan still holds will be withdrawn from him.  This present century is under the power of the devil.
Now that he is conscious of losing the battle, he is becoming more aggressive...You must protect
yourselves against disorder and unrest through fasting and prayer” (Med. 1982/cards 43, 15).

MARY HAS BEEN TELLING US SATAN IS STRONG SINCE 1981 FROM MEDJUGORJE (CARD 15).   
THIS CARDS IS INSPIRED BY HER CURRENT MESSAGE AND A FEW OLDER ONES.

Curtis said, “I remember that one of the devices Dr. Williams was working
on was a remote focus dish projection system.  at must be what they’re
using to focus in on the openings.  But how would they know where the
openings are?”  Redfield, perceiving an answer as if from Williams, said,

“Someone of a higher awareness pointed them out.”  Curtis surmised, “ey would have to
find someone to point them out who could sense these higher energy locations, and then they
could map out an energy profile of the site and precisely focus in on it.  e individual wouldn’t
even know what they were doing.  ese people are vicious!  How could they do this?”

Redfield sensed that there was a reason, but they had to first understand the Fear and how
to overcome it.  Curtis was deep in thought and finally said, “I wish I knew why this Fear is
coming up now.”  Redfield explained, “During a transition in culture old certainties and views
begin to break down and evolve into new traditions, causing unrest and anxiety in some people.
At the same time that some people are waking up and sustaining an inner connection in their
heart with the energy of love, allowing them to evolve more rapidly, others feel everything is
changing too fast and they think we’re losing our way.  ey become fearful and attempt to
raise their energy through control.  is polarization of Fear can be very dangerous because
fearful people can rationalize extreme measures in their hearts and thoughts.” Curtis said, “I
understand that.  at’s why these people are willing to waste this valley.  ey think civilization
will fall apart in civil disorder and unrest in the future, and they won’t be safe unless they seize
control.  I’m not going to allow it.  I’m a demolitions expert and I won’t rest until I blow the
whole thing up!  But don’t worry, I’ll figure out a way to do it and not hurt anyone.”

Redfield could see the form again in the distance, but it quickly disappeared.  en a wave
of thoughts filled him and he said, “Extreme measures will make it worse.”  Curtis responded,
“What other way is there?”  “I don’t know exactly.  But if we fight them with anger and hate in
our hearts, they just see an enemy.  It makes them more entrenched.  ey become more fearful.
Somehow this group of seven that Williams talked about is suppose to do something else.  We’re
suppose to remember our Birth Vision and then we can fully remember something more, a
World Vision. It’s an understanding—no, a memory—of how we will fulfill human purpose.
It brings in another level of love, an energy that can bridge the polarization and end this satanic
experiment. It involves the energy level around people who are living in Fear. ey would be
mystically touched and awakened from their preoccupation and would chose to stop!”  Curtis
asked, “But how do we bring in this mystical energy?” No thoughts came to Redfield’s mind.

Suddenly Curtis felt alarmed, “We’ve got to get out of here!”  en an ear-shattering sound
knocked them to the ground and a massive fissure opened.  Curtis slid into it; but when the
dust cleared, he was lying on the edge!  He remembered, “As I dropped down, I saw a white
blur and then I was lying on the side!”  He became more determined to blow up the experiment!
Redfield pleaded with him to wait until he could find Wil in the Afterlife.  Curtis knew of a
dimensional opening that was close by and directed him to a rock overhang.  Urgently, Redfield
left for the high-energy location to find Wil to figure out more about this World Vision. �

SATAN WANTS
FEAR, DISORDER
AND UNREST 
IN OUR HEARTS
AND THOUGHTS!

REMEMBERING THE WORLD VISION: JESUS ASKED HIS CHURCH TO REMEMBER HIM IN OUR
HEARTS AND THOUGHTS IN THE EUCHARIST.  TO ELEVATE THE LEVEL OF ENERGY AROUND THOSE IN FEAR
AND BRIDGE THE POLARIZATION, ALSO REMEMBER THEM IN THE EUCHARIST, MYSTICALLY TOUCHING
THEM WITH THE ENERGY OF LOVE.  THEY WILL AWAKEN FROM THEIR PREOCCUPATION, CONVERT, CHOSE
TO STOP BEING LED BY SATAN, UNITED WE FOLLOW THE HOLY SPIRIT ON THE REAL WAY OF JOY AND PEACE!

INTUITIVE THOUGHT
ALL BODIES OF WATER
ARE NATURAL DIMENSIONAL
OPENINGS THAT YOU CAN
TIE INTO.  REFLECTIONS AND
ECHOS CREATE NATURALLY
CALIBRATED RESONANCES
THAT GENERATE A
CHARGE AND AMPLIFY
A FREQUENCY!  ECHO
SOUNDER TECHNOLOGY
REFLECTS ECHOS FROM
THE BOTTOM OF THE
OCEAN TO MEASURE
ITS DEPTH.  
TRY THIS EXPERIMENT, 
PRAY BY A BODY OF
WATER.  WATER CREATES
A MYSTICAL REFLECTION
OF HEAVEN ON EARTH. 
PERHAPS THAT IS WHY
JESUS BAPTIZED IN IT!

OUR LADY OF MEDJUGORJE—A GIFT FROM GOD

“DEAR CHILDREN: MY PRESENCE IS A GIFT FROM GOD FOR ALL
OF YOU AND AN ENCOURAGEMENT FOR CONVERSION.  SATAN 
IS STRONG AND WANTS TO PUT DISORDER AND UNREST
IN YOUR HEARTS AND THOUGHTS. THEREFORE, YOU,
LITTLE CHILDREN, PRAY SO THAT THE HOLY SPIRIT MAY
LEAD YOU ON THE REAL WAY OF JOY AND PEACE.  I AM WITH YOU
AND INTERCEDE BEFORE MY SON FOR YOU.  THANK YOU FOR
HAVING RESPONDED TO MY CALL” (MED. 5/25/16-CURRENT).



While traveling again in the Afterlife through the dimensional openings in
the valley, Redfield and Wil observed the Birth Vision of Maya (card 55).

en a sudden ear-shattering sound caused Redfield to lose his resonate vibration (harmonic
frequency), sending him back through a tunnel of colors.  As he walked, he could hear the low
dissonant hum (disharmonic frequency), then he saw Maya.  “Where did you come from?” she
asked.  “I was down by the stream,” Redfield replied.  “No you weren’t, I looked there.  Listen,
something strange is happening.  After I left you last night, a Forest Service agent stopped me.
I told him about your situation and where you were.  He insisted on sending a truck this morning
and made me promise to ride with him.  But something about the way he talked felt odd, so I
decided to hike ahead of him.”  Redfield explained, “Someone is doing an experiment in the
valley and Charlene is either involved or in danger.  It’s creating a dissonant hum that only
some people can hear.  Someone in the Forest Service must have secretly approved it.”

Maya could not hear the hum.  As they walked east, Redfield explained how he met David
Lone Eagle, who told him about the Tenth Insight and remembering a World Vision—how
Heaven and Earth unite. After that he and Wil traveled in the Afterlife and observed the Life
Review of Williams, who warned about the experiment and of a growing polarization of Fear,
but revealed that a group of seven came back to help resolve it.  en he met Joel, who was
filled with Fear about the growing corruption in everyone’s hearts and thoughts. He made
forecast of civil disorder and unrest and of those who would take advantage of the chaos and
seize power.  “Maya, you’re involved too!  You already know your life is about introducing 
alternative healing techniques, but there is more that you intended to do.  You’re suppose to be
a part of this group of seven.  Wil and I saw your Birth Vision. Each of us has a Birth Vision
of what we intend to do.  Our intuitions, dreams, and coincidences are designed to help keep
us on the right path, to bring back our memory of how we want our lives to unfold.”  

“What did I want to do?” Maya asked.  “It has something to do with this collective Fear
that is rising in human consciousness.  e experiment is the result of this Fear. You intended
to use what you’ve learned about physical healing to help resolve it.  You must remember!”
Maya was not open to this knowledge, “Oh no, you can’t put that responsibility on me!  I don’t
remember any of this.  I’m doing exactly what I’m suppose to be doing as a doctor.  I hate this
kind of intrigue!  But I know someone with the Sheriff’s Department, I’ll try to contact him.”
Maya left for town and Redfield continued walking east, looking for Charlene.  

THE TENTH INSIGHT by James Redfield takes place in a valley in the Appalachian mountains,
where natural dimensional openings occur.  He was looking for his missing friend Charlene when
his friend Wil appeared from an opening in the Afterlife Dimension.  Together they traveled in this
dimension and observed the death and Life Review of John Donald Williams.  Williams, one of a
group of seven that came back to help resolve the Fear and to stop an experiment in the valley, failed
his Birth Vision, he did not remember the knowledge of what he intended to do (ch. 1,2/card 53).

Later, while searching for Charlene, Redfield ran into a journalist, Joel Lipscomb, who was filled
with Fear about the growing corruption in eveyone’s hearts and thoughts and made forecast of
civil disorder and unrest. After parting ways, Redfield, fleeing from suspicious vehicles, fell, 
injuring his ankle.  Coincidently, a doctor, Maya Ponder, saw him fall.  She was an apostle of love
and revealed a new way to think about accidents, illnesses, and healings.  First identify our Fear,
then use the energy of love and prayer, and last remember what we really wanted to do with our life
(ch. 3, 4/cards 54, 55).  e following is abridged from chapter 5—Opening to the Knowledge:

OPENING TO THE KNOWLEDGE OF YOUR BIRTH VISION AND THE WORLD VISION!
POLARIZATION:  SATAN WANTS FEAR, DISORDER, AND UNREST IN OUR HEARTS AND THOUGHTS!

OPENING TO THE
KNOWLEDGE,
OR NOT!

“MY CHILDREN: SATAN WANTS WAR, LACK OF PEACE, AND WANTS TO DESTROY ALL WHICH IS GOOD.
HE IS STRONG AND DESIRES TO DESTROY NOT ONLY HUMAN LIFE, BUT ALSO NATURE AND THE PLANET ON
WHICH YOU LIVE. THROUGH PRAYER AND FASTING ONE CAN STOP WARS (AND EXPERIMENTS) AND
SUSPEND THE LAWS OF NATURE.” (MED. 3/25/93, 1/25/91, 2/25/03, 7/21/82).

Late afternoon he setup camp.  He could see a man in the distance, who later
stealthfully approached him.  Redfield realized he was Curtis Webber, whom
David Lone Eagle talked about.  Curtis warned him to go back because of
the dangers in the valley. Redfield decided to pitched his tent with Curtis,

then told him about Charlene and the hum he kept hearing.  Curtis explained, “ Not everyone
can hear the hum.  It is a linking dissonance from an experiment on an energy-generating device
that could ruin this valley, making it another Bermuda Triangle, where the laws of physics are
in unpredictable flux (disorder). is device’s radiation emanates across nine dimensions, 
potentially disrupting them, and triggering massive earthquakes and the complete physical 
disintegration of areas on Earth.  I know because I helped develop the technology in the eighties.
When I moved to this area several years ago, I was shocked to hear the same hum I heard for
years while working on the project.  I have been unable to rest, trying to locate it.  But there
are tens of thousands of acres of private land and National Forest where it might be.

“It works using Earth’s electromagnet field, which is like a giant battery that can provide 
unlimited electrical energy if we can tie into it correctly.  To work we tied several generators in
a series to generate and amplify a charge, but they needed exact calibrations.  We used some of
the largest computers in existence and couldn’t do it.  But judging from the resonance of the
hum, they’re close to perfecting the calibrations and are working on the amplification problem.
is technology is safe in small units.  A unit the size of a heat pump could power several
houses, or even a small factory.  It is easily done in any lab because space is everywhere.  But
they must have built a large unit.  We discovered that when we tried to increase the output 
resonances, the space around the generators became unstable and began to warp.  Once we 
accidentally tied into the energy of another dimension and a generator completely disappeared!    

“If they built a large unit, they are trying to tie into the powerful energy vortexes in the valley
in an attempt to stabilize the process.  is is insane and will totally wreck the valley.  If they
focus in on the inter-dimensional pathways, who knows what will happen!  I tried to 
contact two of my former colleagues, but one died ten years ago, and the other, my best friend,
died yesterday.  Have you heard of the Insights and about these inter-dimensional pathways?”

Redfield began to explain how he and Wil explored parts of the other dimension, then asked,
“Was your best friend’s name Williams?”  “Yes, Dr. Williams, how do you know that?”  “We
saw him reach the other dimension after his death and watched him experience his Life Review.
He realized that both of you were suppose to be involved in resolving a growing Fear and to
stop this experiment.”  Curtis asked, “What did he mean by resolving a growing Fear?” “I
don’t know exactly.  It has something to do with a certain percentage of the population refusing
to believe that a new spiritual awareness is emerging. Instead, they think human civilization
is degenerating. is is creating a polarization of opinion and belief in everyone’s hearts
and thoughts. Human culture can’t evolve until the polarization is ended.  Williams seem
to understand the process for stopping it.  Do you remember anything about it?”  Curtis angerly
replied, “I don’t remember anything about it, but I am going to stop this experiment!”

At twilight they climbed to the top of a grassy knoll.  While admiring the view, they began
to smell smoke.  Curtis said, “Dr. Williams smoked cigars that smelled just life that!”  Redfield
saw a form in the trees, but it disappeared!  en he began to intuitively receive knowledge
about the experiment:  ey were indeed attempting to focus in on the dimensional vortexes.     

SATAN WANTS
FEAR, DISORDER
AND UNREST 
ON EARTH AND 
IN HEAVEN!
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Now that he is conscious of losing the battle, he is becoming more aggressive...You must protect
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Curtis said, “I remember that one of the devices Dr. Williams was working
on was a remote focus dish projection system.  at must be what they’re
using to focus in on the openings.  But how would they know where the
openings are?”  Redfield, perceiving an answer as if from Williams, said,

“Someone of a higher awareness pointed them out.”  Curtis surmised, “ey would have to
find someone to point them out who could sense these higher energy locations, and then they
could map out an energy profile of the site and precisely focus in on it.  e individual wouldn’t
even know what they were doing.  ese people are vicious!  How could they do this?”

Redfield sensed that there was a reason, but they had to first understand the Fear and how
to overcome it.  Curtis was deep in thought and finally said, “I wish I knew why this Fear is
coming up now.”  Redfield explained, “During a transition in culture old certainties and views
begin to break down and evolve into new traditions, causing unrest and anxiety in some people.
At the same time that some people are waking up and sustaining an inner connection in their
heart with the energy of love, allowing them to evolve more rapidly, others feel everything is
changing too fast and they think we’re losing our way.  ey become fearful and attempt to
raise their energy through control.  is polarization of Fear can be very dangerous because
fearful people can rationalize extreme measures in their hearts and thoughts.” Curtis said, “I
understand that.  at’s why these people are willing to waste this valley.  ey think civilization
will fall apart in civil disorder and unrest in the future, and they won’t be safe unless they seize
control.  I’m not going to allow it.  I’m a demolitions expert and I won’t rest until I blow the
whole thing up!  But don’t worry, I’ll figure out a way to do it and not hurt anyone.”

Redfield could see the form again in the distance, but it quickly disappeared.  en a wave
of thoughts filled him and he said, “Extreme measures will make it worse.”  Curtis responded,
“What other way is there?”  “I don’t know exactly.  But if we fight them with anger and hate in
our hearts, they just see an enemy.  It makes them more entrenched.  ey become more fearful.
Somehow this group of seven that Williams talked about is suppose to do something else.  We’re
suppose to remember our Birth Vision and then we can fully remember something more, a
World Vision. It’s an understanding—no, a memory—of how we will fulfill human purpose.
It brings in another level of love, an energy that can bridge the polarization and end this satanic
experiment. It involves the energy level around people who are living in Fear. ey would be
mystically touched and awakened from their preoccupation and would chose to stop!”  Curtis
asked, “But how do we bring in this mystical energy?” No thoughts came to Redfield’s mind.

Suddenly Curtis felt alarmed, “We’ve got to get out of here!”  en an ear-shattering sound
knocked them to the ground and a massive fissure opened.  Curtis slid into it; but when the
dust cleared, he was lying on the edge!  He remembered, “As I dropped down, I saw a white
blur and then I was lying on the side!”  He became more determined to blow up the experiment!
Redfield pleaded with him to wait until he could find Wil in the Afterlife.  Curtis knew of a
dimensional opening that was close by and directed him to a rock overhang.  Urgently, Redfield
left for the high-energy location to find Wil to figure out more about this World Vision. �
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HEARTS AND THOUGHTS IN THE EUCHARIST.  TO ELEVATE THE LEVEL OF ENERGY AROUND THOSE IN FEAR
AND BRIDGE THE POLARIZATION, ALSO REMEMBER THEM IN THE EUCHARIST, MYSTICALLY TOUCHING
THEM WITH THE ENERGY OF LOVE.  THEY WILL AWAKEN FROM THEIR PREOCCUPATION, CONVERT, CHOSE
TO STOP BEING LED BY SATAN, UNITED WE FOLLOW THE HOLY SPIRIT ON THE REAL WAY OF JOY AND PEACE!

INTUITIVE THOUGHT
ALL BODIES OF WATER
ARE NATURAL DIMENSIONAL
OPENINGS THAT YOU CAN
TIE INTO.  REFLECTIONS AND
ECHOS CREATE NATURALLY
CALIBRATED RESONANCES
THAT GENERATE A
CHARGE AND AMPLIFY
A FREQUENCY!  ECHO
SOUNDER TECHNOLOGY
REFLECTS ECHOS FROM
THE BOTTOM OF THE
OCEAN TO MEASURE
ITS DEPTH.  
TRY THIS EXPERIMENT, 
PRAY BY A BODY OF
WATER.  WATER CREATES
A MYSTICAL REFLECTION
OF HEAVEN ON EARTH. 
PERHAPS THAT IS WHY
JESUS BAPTIZED IN IT!

OUR LADY OF MEDJUGORJE—A GIFT FROM GOD

“DEAR CHILDREN: MY PRESENCE IS A GIFT FROM GOD FOR ALL
OF YOU AND AN ENCOURAGEMENT FOR CONVERSION.  SATAN 
IS STRONG AND WANTS TO PUT DISORDER AND UNREST
IN YOUR HEARTS AND THOUGHTS. THEREFORE, YOU,
LITTLE CHILDREN, PRAY SO THAT THE HOLY SPIRIT MAY
LEAD YOU ON THE REAL WAY OF JOY AND PEACE.  I AM WITH YOU
AND INTERCEDE BEFORE MY SON FOR YOU.  THANK YOU FOR
HAVING RESPONDED TO MY CALL” (MED. 5/25/16-CURRENT).


